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DO YOU HEAR WHAT I HEAR? "Scuse Me While I Kiss This Guy" is a hilarious collection of over

275 lines people think they've heard in pop songs from the 1960s to the 1990s. Now you can come

out of that closet and proudly sing whatever you think "you" hear. Don't deny it! You know you've

sung totally absurd lyrics in place of the real-and usually less interesting-ones. (It's nothing to

ashamed of-most rock stars never took elocution classes.) Breeze through some of the world's most

widely misinterpreted lyrics, including: "The ants are my friends/They're blowin' in the wind" (" "The

answer my friend/Is blowing' in the
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DO YOU HEAR WHAT I HEAR?  Scuse Me While I Kiss This Guy is a hilarious collection of over

275 lines people think they've heard in pop songs from the 1960s to the 1990s. Now you can come

out of that closet and proudly sing whatever you think you hear. Don't deny it! You know you've

sung totally absurd lyrics in place of the real-and usually less interesting-ones. (It's nothing to

ashamed of-most rock stars never took elocution classes.) Breeze through some of the world's most

widely misinterpreted lyrics, including:  "The ants are my friends/They're blowin' in the wind" ("The

answer my friend/Is blowing' in the wind"-Bob Dylan)  "Sweet dreams are made of cheese" ("Sweet

dreams are made of this"-Eurythmics)  "The girl with colitis goes by" ("The girl with kaleidoscope

eyes"-The Beatles)  Whether it's Eddie Vedder singing about "forty-five versions of a pelican" or

Bruce Springsteen proclaiming "everybody's got a hungry horse," 'Scuse Me While I Kiss This Guy

is sure to make you want to get your hearing checked.



GAVIN EDWARDS is a contributing editor to Details magazine and lives in Brooklyn, New York.

This book is a compendium of "misheard song lyrics", frequently referred to as "Mondegreens". As

is generally the case in such collections, some of the examples are hilarious, and others are just

baffling; some I can definitely understand how the error occurred, some I actually have made that

mistake myself, and others I just can't for the life of me understand how they got from point A to

point B. But in this book, the laugh-out-loud examples far outnumber the "Seriously? How did they

get THAT from the original lyrics?" examples. Definitely a fun read.

To to funny love it

This is his first of several reeeeally great books of mis-heard lyrics, also known as mondegreens. All

of the books are laugh-out-loud fabulous! Like really, literally laugh-out-loud funny. DO NOT try to

read one of these surreptitiously during a boring lecture or some such. You will be found out!

This is a great book. We misheard a lot of the lyrics mentioned here.

pretty good I was expecting a little more songs

Disappointed

Got it in just a couple days. Fun Read and cute pictures, have to admit, some of these were really

out there, I guess some people hear what they want to hear. LOL

Better PR than actual copy. OK book, but not that great.
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